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Abstract 
 
Every day more and more Business are using web as 
compulsory medium to provide services. Ever increase in 
technological advancement leads more devices and 
applications are accessing web based application around the 
clock. So single node web applications are prone collapse, 
designing an application with Distributed frame work and 
mange those application often reduce the risk of single point 
failure. In that strategy load balancers plays an important role to 
direct the traffic to multiple Servers. Existing load balancers are 
Prone to fail and centralized strategy to distribute the load 
among the server. Our proposed heuristic based load balancer 
follows Decentralized approach to solve the problem and our 
ANN based supervised back propagation technique gives 
optimized results that existing Load balancers. 
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Introduction 
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1.0 Introduction 
In recent decade usage of technology in our day to day lives ever 
increased and reaches to maximum extent. Now increase in mobile 
technology data consumption and creation was huge. The existing 
technology to power internet been always transforming its shape and 
size to cope up that demand. Every web based application was 
typically powered by client and server model. Clients are typically 
web browsers, specially designed application programming 
interfaces (API) and mobile hand held devices with apps installed in 
them. Servers contain webserver to serve web pages and database 
servers to store user data. 
Present trend creates pita bytes of data in a few years’ time .so the 
way to organize such huge amount data is challenge for existing 
client and server technology , design clusters for such data was 
incurs more cost and complexity   
 
1.1 Problem Definition 
Ever increase in web based application often leads to load problems 
and application scaling issues at Servers. Existing load balancing 
techniques does not having full control of the application at Clients 
browser end. Proposed load balancing technique based on artificial 
neural networks (ANN) model system design able to control the load 
among the servers with dynamic control of application load among 
the servers with clients weights(minimum cost) considered.  
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1.2 Aim 
Design a load balancer with dynamically adjust load among the 
servers in Distributed web based systems. The proposed Heuristic 
based load balancer able to train itself for the changing requirements 
of ever changing web systems. 
 
 
1.3 Objectives 
The main objectives are 
 Proposed Load balancer is dynamically adjust the clients requests 
among the servers. 
 Takes clients side weight into consideration. 
 Effectively manage the system and network resources. 
 Reduce query processing time. 
 Increase overall efficiency of the web based applications  
 
1.4 Methodologies Used 
They are many methodologies available to design, develop and 
deploy software systems. i.e waterfall,spiral,agile. For our proposed 
system I used agile methodologies for analysis, design and 
development phases.  
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1.5 Proposed Thesis organization 
This Thesis document was organised in the form of chapters and sub 
divides in to sections. 
 
Chapter 1: This chapter was compromised with introduction about the 
proposed Thesis, followed by problem definition, aim and objectives of 
proposed thesis work, available methodologies and thesis organization. 
 
Chapter 2: This chapter was compromised with contextual review, how 
existing technologies are used to design load balancers, existing 
algorithms and its application in design of load balancer, artificial neural 
networks (ANN), and use of back propagation techniques. Advantages 
of existing load balancers. Disadvantages of existing load balancers.  
 
Chapter 3: This chapter was compromised with proposed system design 
considerations, how the overall system was designed in agile 
methodology with help of data flow diagram (DFD). 
 
Chapter 4: This chapter was compromised with proposed system 
development, with following agile methodology proposed system 
artefact was analysed and developed in phase’s .This phases was sub 
divided in to Modules. Each Module was developed as per the system 
requirement. 
 
Chapter 5: This chapter was compromised with proposed system 
information about deployment and testing .This deployment was tested 
with proposed consideration and its methodologies. In testing I used 
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manual testing approach, white box testing for code review and black 
box testing for graphical interface. 
 
Chapter 6: This chapter was compromised with proposed thesis 
conclusion and further enhancements can be made to proposed 
system. 
 
Chapter7: This chapter was compromised with Reference’s, Interim 
report and poster. 
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Contextual Review 
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2.0 Contextual review 
In past we have legacy systems where one computer servers one user 
at a time ,then time passes one computer server contains many 
applications and servers number of users, later user numbers are 
increased ,applications also increased we keep on increasing 
processing power to server the user requests. Then we have new 
computing paradigm called cluster computing where one problem set 
was solved by group of tightly integrated computers, then we have grid 
computing where loosely integrated computers solved problem sets. 
Now we are in cloud computing era where all computing power resides 
in geographically distinct location and accessing from thin clients. 
In distributed computing data resides in more than one node, the query 
which access those data from different nodes needs to rewrite to get 
optimal execution plan. At the same way the request coming from 
different clients’ needs to send to different nodes to address load 
balancing on the server systems. 
Ever increase in number of clients accessing the server systems; load 
balancing is an important task to facilitate the optimal resources 
utilization. Without load balancers some servers are keep on busy and 
some servers are always free and some client’s requests are always in 
starvation mode. To address all this issues load balancers are resides in 
between server systems and clients. These load balancing in designed 
in two counter parts one is looking at server parameters and another is 
at client requests. And these load balancers are broadly divided in to two 
types 
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2.1 Types of load balancers 
2.1.0 Hardware load balancers 
These types of load balancers are designed specifically with as per 
hardware and application requirements and are very expensive and give 
better performance. 
2.1.1 Software load balancers 
In software load balancer are specially programed software to 
intelligently handled request of clients and passed to the servers to 
process that requests. This gives less performance than hardware load 
balancers and gives optimal performance and provides greater 
usability.[1,2,3] 
2.2 Load balancing algorithms 
2.2.0 First come first server (FCFS) 
In first come first server (FCFS) algorithm all input requests are placed in 
a queue and then server which ever next available server to server the 
request. In this type of algorithm some servers are always busy or some 
might always free.[1,2,3,6] 
2.2.1 Shortest remaining processing time (SRPT) 
In Shortest remaining processing time algorithm the scheduler  first  
estimate the job execution time and then send which have less 
execution time first ,in this case jobs whose job have longest execution 
time must me waited along or may be in starvation mode. If all jobs have 
equivalent processing time it gives good performance than FCFS[2,6] 
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 2.2.2 Process sharing 
In this type of algorithms, server process are all clubbed together then 
shared among the requests, irrespective of job execution time .and this 
type of algorithms are easy to implement but less adaptability because 
nature of application is important before adopt this algorithms.[2,6] 
2.2.3 Round Robin (RB) 
In round robin technique all servers are in circular fashion each request 
is passed to servers one at a time to server example consider four 
servers and assigned names SER1,SER2,SER3 AND SER4. The 
requests are allotted in this manner REQ1 to SER1, REQ2 to SER2, 
REQ3 toSER3, REQ4 to SER4, REQ5 to SER1.[2,6] 
2.2.4 Multiple Queue scheduling 
In Multiple Queue scheduling algorithms jobs or requests are first 
segregated as job type and then passed to different set of queues and 
then adopt each and every queue with different scheduling  algorithms 
some might adopt round robin others are First come fist server. 
Generally high priority jobs such as system process are given first 
priority with RB scheduling algorithms.[2,6] 
2.2.5 Weighted round robin 
In weighted round robin technique servers are classified based on its 
processing capabilities then assign those with unique weight value then 
pass jobs to servers in a queue then apply round robin technique for the 
assigned jobs in particular weighted queue.[2,6,21] 
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2.3 Artificial intelligences technique 
Load balancing at distributed dynamic environment often implemented at 
different levels depend upon type of the application architecture. In 
today’s web environment often uses multitier environment where each 
and every cross section we have load balancers to adjust the load and 
gives optimize usage of resources.  Example of load balancers are DNS 
load balancers, cluster load balancers, database load balancers, web 
server load balancers, cache server load balancers. 
Development Artificial intelligences gives a new approach to handle 
complex tasks in heuristic way and it provides many techniques to solve 
vast amount of problem sets. 
 
2.3.0 Artificial neural networks (ANN) 
In artificial neural networks systems was designed in form of human 
brain. This consists of neurons. Same concept was implemented in 
artificial neural networks. This type of systems consists of input neurons 
,computational neurons and output neurons ,each neuron associated 
with weight ,and internal neurons are inter connected with other neurons 
, the information flow between neurons was defined with volume the 
weight and direction of the information flow assigned with the neuron will 
take high precedence. The sum of all neurons goes to transfer function 
and then goes to activation function in such a way neural networks are 
trained for the given task.  
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The following figure gives the typical ANN design 
 
Figure-2.3.0(A):Back propagation 
2.3.1 Back propagation Technique: 
In back propagation technique we can train a neural network based on 
required output with an activation function we can train network for any 
function.  Its comes under supervised learning type. 
This approach all input weight are summed and passed to transfer 
function check with activation function. The resulted value was 
compared with output value calculate the error rate and pass the value 
back to hidden networks. The process calculates again with changed 
value until it satisfies the desired output. The ANN training was 
depending upon the learning rate.   
2.4 Drawbacks of existing load balancers: 
Existing load balancers are designed for to optimize the load on the 
servers, which are rely on the server parameters .if one server fails load 
on the system was distributed to the evenly to other servers but query 
time increased and once the clients quires are forwarded to servers it 
never be adjusted and often needs to resend, because TTL (time to live) 
error are occurred, which lead jobs under starvation. 
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2.5 Distributed application frame Work: 
They are many frame work available to design a distributed application 
that are mainly  “distributed computing environment(DCE)”,”distributed 
file system(DFS)”,” common object request broker 
architecture(COBRA)”,”reference model of open distributed                
processing(RM-OTP)”.[21,22] 
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Chapter 3 
System Design 
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3.0 System design methodology 
In order to design the proposed load balancer for the large scale 
distributed web systems, I followed a new novel approach from the 
artificial neural networks (ANN). In artificial neural networks, there is 
supervised learning algorithm called back propagation technique. From 
the literature we have many load scheduling algorithms are available. I 
followed combination of weighted round robin technique and back 
propagation technique to design the proposed System design. This 
proposed methodology gives optimized load balancing strategy for ever 
changing system load. 
 3.1 Design of large scale web based systems with load 
balancing support and multiple parallel query serving 
large scale web based applications are designed for 24X7 usage , This 
complex systems are multi tyre systems which are mainly divided in to 
three tires that are database tire to hold large amount data ,web tier 
contains web server ,it servers the web pages and form server it 
generates forms on fly as per the clients requirements. This complete 
system was span across multiple physical systems to form cluster or a 
distributed computing environment. In order to balance the load among 
the physical systems. Applications are designed to use parallel query 
processing across the multiple tires.  
3.2 Application of ANN in our methodology 
In order to design a load balancer for our proposed system I used back 
propagation technique from artificial neural networks supervised learning 
algorithms. In this technique I mapped out nodes are our client requests 
service time, input nodes are query execution time in server, available 
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free slots for requests, client’s location weights . I used weighted round 
robin technique in scheduling for service in clients. 
3.3 System design consideration: 
In order to design our proposed load balancer I considered following 
requirements, designing clients which works with server applications 
with load balancer enable support  , design of server application able to 
work with load balancer ,server is able send its status to load balancer 
for given specified time intervals. 
3.3.0 Design of ANN based load balancer with the help of 
proxy’s servers: 
Proposed load balancer was designed with the help of proxy servers, 
load balancer was able to receive the requests from the clients then take 
weight values from clients, takes number of available slots from the 
server systems , processing times from the servers , number of available 
free resources from the servers ,take these are all inputs from servers 
and assign the values to inputs nodes of ANN network , takes input 
weights from web clients system such as use cookies to identify the 
system location, take that value and map to assigned value in input 
weight of a computational neuron. Assign each input query a unique 
number and send to circular queue ,in circular queue they are some 
weighted queues each and every query is assigned to pre-defined 
server identified by load balancer such that all client requests are served 
with minimum turnaround time. If any of the server down after assigning 
web client requests, load balancer reassign the values to remaining 
Server systems. For clients systems see as an proxy servers. So clients 
are never known that they are communicating to proxy server. 
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3.3.1 Design of clients with weight based systems: 
Our proposed load balancer need special kind of support cookies from 
web clients. Which contains information related to location of web clients 
so that load balancer first checks whether any nearest server available 
to service its requests if not it check for next nearest available server 
Such a way all clients request are served with optimal or minimum 
resources used. And these cookies always update itself its average 
service time, a unique number from service done by the server, next 
request is served without any further computational calculations. 
 
3.3.2 Design of Servers with load balancer enabled 
support: 
To design a proposed server first consider what are the parameters 
required for load balancers then pass that values to a load balancers 
nodes. That variables include number of available slots in each server 
and server sends report to load balancer informing that what type of 
queries it can serve fast by knowing list of available parsed statements 
in cache.  These list is passed to different nodes in load balancer then 
load balancer updates corresponding proxy servers so that they proxy’s 
Update their information is always update in order to change its setting 
on dynamic environments. Server updates its information in server 
modules so server module is always asses its information before 
sending to load balancers. Then Load balancer update its corresponding 
settings in all client modules and server modules.  
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4.0 Development of proposed system 
The development of proposed system i.e load balancer for distributed 
web applications system. To design the proposed system I followed 
agile software development methodology .The complete system was 
developed in phases that are analysis, design, develop, test and deploy 
the developed system. 
4.0.1 Requirement analysis 
To design the proposed system first gathers the required input and 
proposed algorithm and expected output. Once gather input 
requirements .then divide those requirements in to two categories that 
are software requirements and hardware requirements 
4.0.1.1 Software requirements 
To develop the proposed scenario I choose java  
 Java development kit (net beans IDE) 
 Mysql server 
 Virtual environment(VMware, Virtual Box) 
4.0.1.2 Hardware requirements  
To develop the proposed scenario it needs minimum hardware 
requirements. 
 1.6 ghz processor 
 512 mega bytes of random access memory 
 1000MB of storage to store configuration file 
 Local area network  to test scenario  
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4.1 Overall system architecture  
The complete proposed system was divides into three phases first one 
design and develop load balancer, second one is design and 
development of servers and third phase was design of clients to access 
the server system. proposed system consists of server this server 
includes web server to service the client pages ,database servers to 
store the data of clients in form binary objects or normal RDBMS data, 
may contain forms server to service requested forms .  
Normally once the client machine make a request to web based 
application that request is first received at server end then passed to 
load balancer some time called as dispatcher , this load balancer was 
designed to calculate the optimized processing time and distribute the 
requested queries to different servers then assign this load to one proxy 
server. That proxy server is responsible to provide the requested 
response to clients.  These clients are associates with use of cookies 
these cookies collect information such as client location based on ip 
address of the client. Based on  that load balance calculate and update 
proxy server to service the clients requests and its calculated queries. 
The following diagram represents overall system architecture 
 
Fig 4.1(A): Proposed overall system design 
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From system design and requirements analysis I used agile software 
development methodology to develop this system and divides into list 
modules 
 Development of load balancer 
 Development of servers 
 Development of client system 
4.1.0 Development of Load balancer 
Development of load balancer was mainly divided into sub modules that 
are collecting parameters from server, collecting client’s requirements 
apply proposed logic to calculate optimized execution plan minimum use 
of resources. 
First clients request some service from the web application ,that request 
is logged into the server side module this module update the request to 
load balancer , in load balancer waiting queue each request is assigned 
by unique id and all requests are passed to computational phase in 
computation phase it calculate the nearest and optimized execution plan 
for the clients are update the one proxy server to service its request.
 
Fig-4.1.0(A): DFD of load balancer 
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I used java hibernate and swings for graphical interface to design front 
end of proxy servers. The below figure represents proxy load balncers 
with proxy server interface. 
 
FIG-4.1.0(B): load balancer proxy server interface 
4.1.1 Development of Server modules 
To develop the server module for the proposed system, I considered a 
server which contains some files, these files able to download from the 
client machine. To develop such scenario I designed simple graphical 
interface in java for server. Like this type of servers is simulated for real 
world scenario. Once theses server are ready first start servers in 
network environment.  Server contains load balancer module it always 
collect the system statistics filer those statistics as per load balancer 
requirements then update timely basis in such way that these servers 
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are communicating with the load balancers in form of proxy server.   The 
following data flow diagram represents server module 
 
FIG-4.1.1(A): Data flow diagram of server module 
The below diagram presents server design graphical  interface  
 
Fig-4.1.1(B): Server GUI  
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4.1.2 Development of Client modules 
As per our proposed system client requirements module all clients are 
able to send requests to large scale web application .then server 
receives that request and give response as per the application logic ,I 
designed a sample java based clients to download files from servers to 
local  machine .these request is being served by servers in our local 
area network (LAN) environment . The proposed  requirements are 
satisfied in our developed client system. 
Following figure data flow diagram of proposed client with download 
request.
 FIG-4.1.2(A): data flow diagram of client systems  
 
Fig-4.1.2(B): client GUI  
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4.2 Integration of complete system 
Once all modules development is completed we need to integrate all 
modules in to single workable system. So that I start with server it then 
integrated with load balancers then check both configurations are correct 
then go forward integrate with single client then simulate complete 
system in a single distributed environment in local area network with 
different systems. Once successful integration check sample data then 
to testing phase as per agile software development methodology. 
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Chapter 5 
Testing and Deployment 
of proposed system 
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5.0 Deployment of proposed system 
The developed system was deployed in virtually created network 
environment with “windows xp “operating systems, these systems are 
connected in internal LAN segment. So in that LAN segment each and 
every system is assigned by unique IPv4 address with hostname 
associate  with it our designed server is able it identify all the connected 
system host names. Then our load balancer starts and calculates 
nearest one with minimum load, assign that request to nearest proxy 
server. So that assigned proxy servers distribute the load among the 
available servers. Our designed system able run in single virtual host 
machine the following figure represents running designed system in a 
single host 
 5.0.1 Starting server 
Our designed server contains some files available for client systems to 
download. The following figures shows before start server and after start 
server with load balancer enables . 
 
Figure-5.0.1(A): server  
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Figure-5.0.1(B): server with enabled load balancer 
5.0.2 Starting load balancers 
Our developed load balancer works with server modules then they act 
independently even one of the server or load balancer or any node in 
between fails they cope with that failures. Below figure shows load 
balancers at different nodes. 
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Figure-5.0.2(A): Load balancer 
5.0.3 Starting clients 
Our developed clients systems able to send its information to load 
balancer and then ask a service from the server , in server they are 
many services available our developed scenario is files available to 
download from it. Given figure represents client asking file to download. 
 
Figure-5.0.3(A):client 
 
Figure-5.0.3(B): clients requesting a file 
5.1 Testing designed system 
Testing of prosed design of a system and its development  was performd 
by using manual testing approach used both “black box testing”[] for 
“Graphical user interfaces(GUI)”[] and internal logic of algorithms 
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implementation I followed “white box testing”  The following tables 
represents how the tested are performed on developed system. 
 
Server Testing 
Start button Button displayed 
Display file names in server field Successfully displayed 
load balancers 1(proxy1) Drop down list to display servers 
load balancers 1(proxy2) Drop down list to display servers 
load balancers 1(proxy3) Drop down list to display servers 
Display user field Shows number connected users 
 
Table-5.1.(A): Server Testing 
Load balancer 
server Display which server connected 
Clients Display which Client connected 
File transfer  Display file transfer information 
 
Table-5.1(B): Load balancer testing 
Client systems 
Select server Select server name 
Select file name to download Entered file download 
Download Button press call  Initiate download file 
 
Table-5.1(C): Clients systems GUI  
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5.2 Testing of proposed load balancer working  
In order to test the proposed novel approach for load balancer in web 
based distributed systems, I developed an sample artefact to test the 
case scenario. Which contains distributed file servers where files are 
located in multiple servers? Java based clients are request a single or 
set of files from server , in that request load balancer adjust the load 
among the servers in the form of proxy servers and then start serving 
clients individual requests process downloads from the nearest available 
server . 
The following figures represent series of tests performed to check our 
proposed load balancing methodology. Start the servers in distributed 
 
Figure-5.2(A): Server at Kumar system 
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Start load balancer at “kumar” system with three independent modules 
called proxies balancers. 
 
Figure-5.2(B) : Load balancer without start 
The start load balancers with name of server that load balancer  works 
on it by choosing server  system name at server side and start button 
 
Figure-5.2(C): Shows started Load balancer  
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Start the client system make a file download request from the server. 
 
Figure-5.2(D): client system ready to connect 
Once client system ask a file from server give file name and server name 
from which file is downloading. 
Our case client system1 and client system2 asking sample 1 to 
download. 
 
 
Figure-5.2(E): requesting files from server by clients. 
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When the clients systems requests a service from servers corresponding 
load balancer representing that’s requests by requstee(clients) and 
requester(server) status are displayed by load balancer to user. 
 
Figure-5.2(F): Clients requested PAD.rar Download 
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Figure-5.2(G): Load balancer working 
In each server shows which users are connected ,which load balancer 
servers requests its service and available list of service are ready to 
provide is displayed. 
 
Figure-5.2(F): Server Information to User. 
After success full deployment of proposed load balancer satisfied our 
design requirements and shows expected results, hence this proposed 
methodology works in distributed web based systems. 
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6.0 Conclusion 
As we discussed existing methodologies, designs and its corresponding 
algorithms for Load balancers in our contextual review. Each have own 
advantages and disadvantages of each other.  Our proposed heuristic 
Load balancer for Distributed query management for web enabled 
systems shows better results than other load balancers.  i used 
decentralized approach to design a load balancer  with a supervised 
learning technique such as back propagation method from artificial 
neural networks . So this approach provides dynamic adjust of load 
among the connected systems, its weight based criteria enables us to 
consider clients system parameters such as location based service 
request, available bandwidth at client’s networks by using existing web 
based cookies method. 
This proposed system design provides decentralized control of 
resources with dynamically changing resources consumption. 
6.1 Limitation Of proposed load balancer: 
While designing load balancer I used artificial neural networks 
supervised learning technique Back propagation. This technique is 
slower than some existing load balancer algorithms. 
6.2 Future enhancements for the proposed system  
 Failure of any server in the system is automatically transfer 
running queries to rest of the server with combination of Virtual 
monitoring agents such as “Virtual network interface “ 
 Auto regeneration of proxy servers to adjust the load in case of 
failure in some Node failures. 
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7.1 Appendix 1: 
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7.1.1 Project Proposal Form 
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